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1. Abstract 

Determination of the dynamic aperture in the 
presence of alignment and excitation errors by computer 
simulation requires three features: 

. Description of the randcm errors to the computer 
program, 

. A method to correct the closed orbit deviations, 

. Account for the effect of errors and correctior:s 
on particle motion. 

All three facilities have non been included in the 
HAD program, and the dynamic aperture of LEP in the 
presence of these errors has been determined with this 
program. Since it is the first time that these 
features have been used, results have been compared 
with calculations performed by the DIMAD program. 

2. Definition of Random Errors in MAD 

2.1. Error Ranges __.-~ -.- 

In NAD [l] error definitions are attached to 
magnets in the accelerator by means of a range 
descriptor. This can take several forms like 

QFl 
TYPE=!lQA 

QDlI3/51 

which refer to all magnets named QFl, all magnets 
carrying the type MQA, and to the third through fifth 
occurrence of the magnet :lamed QDl respectively. up to 
five ranges can be entered in the satre error command, 

which permits a high flexibility in defining errors. 

2.2. Error expressions __._.~ _---- 

Error quantities are entered in the form of 

arithmeric expressions rihich may contain rar.dom 
numbers. Examples : 

0.001 + GAUSS0 
0.005 + (2. ~5 RANF(: - 1.) 
0.002 ;‘- TGAUSS(2.) 

These expressions denote a Gaussian distribution with 
sigma = .OOl, a uniform distribution between 
-.005x and +.005, and a Gauss ian distribution Kith 
sigma = ,002, truncated at 2 + sigma respectively. 
Whenever a new value is required: the es?ressions are 
re-evaluated using new randorr numbers. 

2.3. AJignment Errors. 

Misalignment of a magnet has six degrees of 
freedom, namely three displacement along the coordinate 
axes, and three rotations around these axes. For beam 
position morlitors two more quantities are relevant, 
namely the horizontal and vertical read-out errors. 

All eight quantities are entered into !lAD as systematic 

and/or random values by a command like 

EALIGN, range, 
DX = expr, DY = expr, DS = expr, 
DPHI = expr, DTHETA = expr, DPSI = expr, 
NRY = expr, MRY = expr 

Both “range” and “expr” have been described above. 
Zero values need not be entered. 

2.4. Excitation Errors 

Error field components are defined in a format 
similar to alignment errors. They are added IZO the 
corresponding components of the unperturbed magnetic 
field. Thus they must belong to those orders allowed 
as basic components in the magnet. Error field 
components of different orders must be entered as thin 
multipoles. 

3. Closed Orbit Correction 

3.1. Method Adopted_ __---_ 

The biICAD0 algorithm [2] is used for closed orbit 
correction. It linearizes the equations for the 
displacements of the closed orbit as a function of the 

corrector strengths. The resulting equations are 
solved by successive Householder transformations in 
order to minimize the r.m.s. value of the monitor 
readings. To take care of the nonlinearity of the 
equations, the procedure may be iterated. 

3.2. Future Plans ___-__- 

The algorithm presently considers all monitors, and 
all correctors. A future version will Se able to 
select subsets of rhe monitors andjcr of the 
correctors. This requires no change to the algorithm, 
all that has to be done is to set flags to indicate 
whether an element is active. Other algorithms for the 
closed orbit correction will also be considered. 

4. Effects of Errors on Linear Optics and on 

Tracking - 

4.1. Method used for Error Effects 

Transverse magnet translat;ons are zaken into 
account exactly by adding the displacements to the 
particle pcsitions. A transla-ion along the 
longitudinal axis is equivalent to a drift witi the 
proper sign. 

To deal with rotdt ions Ehe momentum components 
(px,py,6E/p,) are converted to the mechanical momentum 
vector (P,>Py,PL This vector is rotated according to 
the magnet rotation and converted back. 

Excitation errors are added to the field components 
which exist without errors. The special case of a 
dipole error in a dipole is handled by expanding the 
TRANSPORT formalism [3] with an additlonal “kick” 
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4.2. Possible Improvements - 

A r11turr vcl-sion of Win shou!d also accept error 
f i+l:i c.om;or~nts Kl.ich do not belong to the basic field 
co”lp3n?nts of a nagnct Khen a part iclo is near Lhe 
p:,:Ilt of gerting lost from the machine the method used 
to deal with magnrt rotatioi:s may break down, since the 
t!-al:~\‘<.rst2 mOmentllm coaponents becornc tcm large Lo 
coml).ite thr longitudinal momentum exactly. All other 
chl~ulal ior: are donr rsl~h jome approximations. so iie 
ice1 that it koi.ld be better to deal r;ith the rotati0r.s 
by a~~prosinations of the same or d 9 r as all ottil?r 
rll(.ul 91 ions. I1sir.g results publjshed in [4], G’E also 
p?“‘? to deal k.ith the error effecrs by Lie 
t rnrs forant ions 

5. Numerical Comparison brtwccn MAD and DIMAD 

5.1. Comuarison of thr Methods 

L’xuII1 ly t\.(. implcmi~rrtarinn of lieu formalisms into a 
code like ?lAc t3kcs two disLinct steps: First one 
car<sfully che<.ks the modification> by evaluating simple 
standard t<‘sts and then one attempts to sol\,e a more 
g~11~1-al pro!>lrm ni Lhc simJlntion of a complete machine 

like LEP. l‘hc major differt%nce hp:r;een tl~rsc two steps 

is that the lai:ter- - althsugh nilr.11 more real ist ic - 
~ncludrs so many elements affected by err~rb that it :s 

not p!Jss iblr to keep a plausib?c o:-erview 0 II the 
:lme I- i L r-r~sults. Corlscq1~c:ltl~, the Only remainilig 
solrltio3 is IO ~ornp3r~ the ar:sr;ers kith those cf an 
,i: rraady P.xibtlng prngi-dm. This wiis done by means of 
thr, Dl~l,AD cotic 5 ] k.11 i ch has bcbcn used for tracking 
Ki tti <‘ri’ol-s fo1- oc*?r a yes]- For a better 
understalidillg of t he nilve 1. i cd: comparison, it seems 
ncct’ssarl- to conlmc!lt briefly on the inherent 
d: ff-E~I-eli(.ci, tlr~>k-“eIl tt1p t4’o ~‘r’ogr-J% : 

I. The ~~valuat.ion of rhe dyn:aric b<zha\.iour of a 
n,icah ~:if in the prPscr.cf! of errors eYidc?litly 
drp(~l!~ii on sore ralidom distribution. Since each 
code k-i1 1 o?cratl’ wit:1 a differ-cnr distribution, 
OilE is forced to perform sevex-al runs alid to 
compare the answers sratist~cally. For all the 
results presented, the random numbers ~iere taken 

from a Gausstan distribution truncated at 2-wo 
stardard deviations. 'One could also corlpare the 
riircrs of known errors, hut for a large 
accelerator like LEP this is pl-ohibitive. 

2. The mcrl~ods l,aed for rhe corx-ection of the closed 
orSit distortions are different: PlAD use* the 
!,iIC.AI)rJ formalism for a circular machine, while 
DI!lAn &or-ks with a modified scbemc originally 
forcsecn for the correction of a single-pass beam 
1 lne Hot+ever, -he evaluated residual orbits are 
in ver> good agreement, so that we frel that this 
difference sho.l;d net affect the validity of the 
comparison. 

3. A slight difference ex:sts in the tracking of 

off -i~llc.rgy particles w:th synrhrotron 

oscillations. In DTYAD the latt.er are simulated 

k-it\> fonr kicks distributed a;orrg the ring such 

-hat after one synLhrotron period (an integer 
rlurt,er of revolutiolls) the particle comes back to 

its original momentum deviation. In MAD, 

howf~vPr- ( the oscillations RTP caused by four 

RF ca\.izies whose voltage is adjusted to obtain 

rho c i>rr-C.ct s~““!“-3troT1 tuli(~. 

5.2. Reference Machine used __._ -..-._ .- 

As a reference machin? we shal: study the standa:-d 
I,EP 1’13 lattice whose op:ical properties are summarized 

in table 1. For all numerical results the reference 

position is located at the high-bera intcracr io:i point 

(HIBI, in the following). 

Table 1: Basic Optical Parameters of the .__ .-- 
Standard LEP V13 Machine 

Phase advance of the arc cell 60 degrees 

horlzonral tune 70.35 
horuontal B” 19.494 m 

horizontal B,,, 312.768 m 
horizontal D 
horj zontal of ? 

2.219 
T6,Exi 

m 
1.1528 ma 

\-ertical tune 
vertical 8” 
vertical B 

max 
vertical Dm K 

9 vertical o= (ByEy) 

momentum compaction 

synchrotron tune 

78.20 

0.780 m 
267.478 m 

0. m 
0.177i6 mm 

0.000387 
0.1111 

i 

Btafore launching the tracking with errors, one has 

to ensure that despite the differenL formalisms the two 
codes give consistent answers for the reference 
machlne. We did this by first evaluating the dynamic 
apertllre k.ithout errors as a function of the momentum 

deviation. The results are listed in table 2. Bearing 
in mind tt:ar the amplitudes werr chosen in steps of one 
sigma, the comparison is quite satisfactory. 

I Table 2: Dynamic Apertures without Errors I 

Stable amplittides expressed in standard / 

deviations as a function of momentum deviation 

EF.;? (““1 ?lAD DI?lAD 
0. 17 17 

0.“117 :6 17 
0.3176 15 16 
O.L235 14 15 
0.6352 13 14 
0.9528 12 13 
1.0590 11 12 

1.2700 10 11 

L 

5.3. Machine with Errors _~~~~_ ~~~ . 

For the different types of errors to be considered 
we adopted the following definitions: 

x r.m.s. horizcntal displacement, 

Y r.m.s. vertical displacement., 

a r.m.s. tiln (roll) angle, 

5 r.m.s. relative srrength error. 
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where s stands for CAB/B> for the dipoles, and for 
~Ai;~,'i;~> for the quadrupoles. The values used in the 
slmultrions are listed in table 3 

Table 3: Definition of the Errors used for 

the Simulation 

Dipoles Quadrupoles Elonitors 

xlmml 0.14 0.14 0.6 
fmm] 0 0.14 0.6 
a[mrad] 0.14 0.24 0. 
= i”ol 0.03 0.05 0. 

i 

I i 

All optical properties such as the betas and tunes 
depend strongly- on the actual random disxributions. 'A' e 

therefore limited ourselves co compare the residual 
r.m.s. orbit deviation after Lorrection, and the 

resulting dynamic apertures. For each program we 

studied ten machines for which we compared the ai'erage 

of both the r.m.s. orbit deviations and of the maximun 
ox-bit escurs1ors. The results listed in table 4 show 

an excellent agreement. 

r--- -- ..__ _...__ ___..._.~_~~ .-.. .------ -- 
1 

I Table 4: Average Closed Orbit Parameters for -. .-- 
1C Random Nachlnes 

values M.4D DIElAD 

in mm value sigma value sigma 

<r.m.s. x> 0.682 0.02 0.641 0.03 
<r.m.s. p 0.427 0.01 0.460 0.04 
<x nas> 3.37 0.63 2.83 0.24 
cv m&x> 1.85 0.23 1.69 0.20 

In the presence of errorb, the reference machine 

has a horizontal betatron tune near to a rhlrd-order 
resolLance (Q, = 70.35) and tne detuning due to errors 

m a y take either sign. We therefore expect some 

fluctuation in the dynamic bphavlour which mikes rhr 

comparison difficult. For this reason we compare our 

Dl!lA3 reference m&chine Kith the average over three 
m.ich:nes evaluated with ?IAD. The results are 1is:ed in 

table 5, and plotted in figcre 1. We feel that the 

results are sufficiently corsistent to consider the 

comparison as successful. 

6. Conclusions --..--.- 

Ue have described the latest features implemented 

:n ElA3, namely definition of misalignement and field 

errors, closed orbit correction, and tracking with 

these errors. To check the correct implementation of 

the new computations, we evaluated the dynamic aperture 

of the srandard LEP \'13 mlchine and compared it the 

that obtained with the DI?lAD program. The results of 

tte :lurrericsl comparison confirmed the correct handlirig 
of tilfse featcrcs. 

T:lt: dynamic nperrures fo:lnrl r;ith the t%o programs 

a i; I- e E u1tt.*u abaut one standdrd tirvia: ion, olld the 

~-~:w:icm et !tacts c<,,,se loss L'f one to tl1ree stolidal-d 

dc~v;atio~ts ii1 dyrknaic anertk.re. 

_..~ ___~ r- Table 5: Dynamic Aperture as a Function of 1 

Momentum vith Errors I 

Stable amplitudes expressed in standard 1 
deviations as a function of momentum deviation 

6PlP ("0) 
0. 
0.2117 
0.3176 
0.4235 
0.6352 
0.9528 
1.0590 
1.2700 

15 

13 
13 
12 
10 
10 

9 
9 

DIMAD 

14 
14 
13 
13 
12 
10 
11 
10 

Y/b _.____ -.!:-: * 
I MDp/pl '-A-- 

0 2 I b e 10 l? 

Figure 1: Compdr-ison of Dynamic Apertures. 
Resulr;s of both programs with and 
without errors 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 
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